Abstract-A real-time stream is said to have (m, k)-firm deadlines if at least m out of any k consecutive customers from the stream must meet their respective deadlines. Such a stream is said to have encountered a dynamic failure if fewer than m out of any k consecutive customers meet their deadlines. Hamdaoui and Ramanathan recently proposed a scheduling policy called Distance Based Priority (DBP) in which customers are serviced with a higher priority if their streams are closer to a dynamic failure. In terms of reducing the probability of dynamic failure, Hamdaoui and Ramanathan also showed, using simulation, that the DBP policy is better than a policy in which all customers are serviced at the same priority level.
INTRODUCTION
HE stringency of timing constraints distinguish realtime applications from non-real-time applications. In a real-time application, tasks have deadlines by which they are expected to complete their computation. Traditionally, most real-time applications were control applications in which the consequences of not meeting a deadline were very severe. However, in recent years, many new real-time applications have emerged in which it is not necessary to meet all the task and message deadlines as long as the misses are adequately spaced.
For example, in an anti-lock braking system, a real-time task typically determines the onset of locking by repeatedly sampling the rotational speed of each wheel. Since the speed of a wheel can be projected from a recent history of the speeds, it is usually not necessary for every instance of this task to complete its computation within the assigned deadline. However, if several consecutive instances of this task miss their deadlines, then the accuracy of the prediction becomes poor and the benefit of anti-lock braking is not realized. A similar situation occurs in a multimedia application where the video images are transmitted as a sequence of packets across nodes of a distributed system. To avoid distortion in the reconstructed image, these packets have deadline constraints by which they are expected to reach the destination. Occasionally, if some of these packets do not reach the destination on time, interpolation techniques can be used to satisfactorily reconstruct the image.
However, if several consecutive packets miss their deadlines, then the quality of interpolation deteriorates and a vital portion of the image may be lost in the reconstruction process.
In both these applications, the computer system must not only limit the fraction of missed deadlines, but also ensure that the misses are adequately spaced. To represent such quality of service constraints, Hamdaoui and Ramanathan recently proposed a model called (m, k)-firm deadlines. Specifically, they define a real-time stream to be a sequence of related customers 1 with common deadline constraints. Furthermore, a real-time stream is said to have (m, k)-firm deadlines if at least m out of any k consecutive customers must meet their respective deadlines. If fewer than m out of k consecutive customers meet their deadlines, then the quality of service perceived by the stream is below acceptable limits and the stream is said to have experienced a dynamic failure. The problem, therefore, is to schedule competing customers from different streams in such a way that the probability of dynamic failure is as small as possible.
In [5] , Hamdaoui and Ramanathan proposed a scheduling policy called Distant-Based Priority Assignment (DBP) for reducing the probability of dynamic failure. Using simulation, they show that their policy outperforms other policies in this respect. However, the main problem with their work is that they do not address the issue of providing quality of service guarantees to streams with (m, k)-firm deadlines. Since quality of service guarantees are essential for predictability in system performance, in this paper, we develop a method which can be used for providing such guarantees.
A commonly used approach for providing quality of service guarantees is to admit only streams whose requirements can be guaranteed without violating the guarantees promised earlier to other streams. This approach, however, T requires a performance characterization of the scheduling policy. Therefore, in this paper, we develop an analytic model for evaluating the expected probability of dynamic failure for an incoming stream given the other streams present in the system. We develop this model for two different scheduling policies, First-In-First-Out (FIFO) and Distance Based Priority Assignment (DBP). In developing this model, we make few simplifying assumptions about the policy. However, we show that the probability of dynamic failure predicted using this model is fairly close to the ones observed in a simulation without these assumptions.
Related work in literature are in the areas of real-time systems and high-speed networks. Hong et al. [6] develop an analytic to compute the steady-state probability of deadline miss for the Minimum Laxity and the Earliest Deadline First policies. Their analysis is over an infinite time horizon metric, as opposed a finite horizon metric in this paper. Analytic models for finite horizon metrics, called interval QoS and block QoS, are described in [12] . Although these metrics are very general, the models developed in [12] do not deal with customer deadlines; the models evaluate the fraction of customers lost over a finite horizon due to buffer overflows. More recently, Kant and Sanders [7] use Stochastic Activity Networks for characterizing the loss process within a switch of a high-speed network. The characterization is used to evaluate the distribution of consecutive cell losses. Here, again, deadline constraints are not considered.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief overview of the deadline model, the single priority scheme, and the distance-based priority scheme is presented in Section 2. The analytic model is developed and evaluated in Section 3. The paper concludes with Section 4.
SYSTEM MODEL AND SERVICE POLICIES
In this paper, we consider a system with N customer streams, R 1 , R 2 , º, R N , and a single server. Customers from each stream are numbered 1, 2, 3, º, in the order of their arrival. These customers can be tasks, messages, or any other schedulable entities. Customers from the same stream are serviced in First-In First-Out order. This can be accomplished by maintaining a separate First-In First-Out queue for each stream. Only the heads of these queues are candidates for service. The selection of which stream to service when the server becomes idle depends on the policy being used [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [13] .
Each customer has a deadline before which it expects complete service. A customer meets the deadline if it is fully serviced before the deadline expires. Otherwise, the customer is said to have missed the deadline. We assume that stream R j can tolerate, at most, k j -m j deadline misses in any window of k j consecutive customers, i.e., stream R j has (m j , k j )-firm deadlines. The parameters m j and k j , therefore, specify a desired quality of service (QOS) for stream R j . This QOS is violated when more than k j -m j customers miss their deadlines in a window of k j consecutive customers from stream R j . When this occurs, we say that stream R j experienced a dynamic failure. The probability of dynamic failure is therefore a measure of how often the QOS requirement is violated.
More formally, let m and M denote a deadline miss and a deadline meet, respectively, and let d i j be a binary random variable denoting the status of the ith customer, i ≥ 1, from stream R j , i.e.,
if the th customer from misses its deadline, otherwise.
(1)
Further, for convenience of presentation, we assume that
Then, stream R j is said to have experienced a dynamic failure at the ith customer if
where
, denote the probability of stream R j experiencing a dynamic failure at the ith customer, i.e.,
We assume that there exists a probability P fail j such that
We refer to P fail j as the steady state probability of dynamic failure of stream R j . The objective of this paper is to compute this probability under different service policies. In this paper, we consider two policies for selecting the next customer to service: the single priority (SP) scheme and the distance-based priority (DBP) scheme [5] . In the SP scheme, all customers are serviced at the same priority level. When the server becomes idle, it selects the customer with the earliest arrival time, i.e., customers are serviced in First-In First-Out order. The DBP scheme is a dynamic priority assignment technique in which customers are assigned priorities based on the state of their corresponding streams. When the server becomes idle, it selects the customer with the highest priority. Within the same priority level, customers are serviced in First-In First-Out order.
The assignment of priorities in the DBP scheme works as follows (a more detailed description is given in [5] 
ANALYTIC MODEL
In this section, we compute the probability of dynamic failure of stream R j , 1 £ j £ N, in both the SP and the DBP schemes. We define the following random variables: Y i j -The total service time of the customers serviced between customers i and i + 1 of stream R j (these customers, if any, are generated by streams other than R j ).
Let f R and F R denote the probability density function and the probability distribution function, respectively, of the random variable R. In the following analysis, we assume that, for each stream, customer interarrival times are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), customer service times are i.i.d., and customer deadlines are i.i.d. The probability of dynamic failure depends on the probability that a customer misses its deadline. The difficulty in computing this probability stems from the fact that there is usually a strong correlation between the waiting times of consecutive customers. The probability that a customer misses its deadline, therefore, depends on whether previous customers met or missed their deadlines. For example, consider a recently generated customer. If the previous customer from the same stream encountered a long queue and missed its deadline, then it is likely that the current customer will also encounter a long queue and, thus, miss its deadline. In general, the probability of a customer missing its deadline depends on the status of every previous customer from the stream. In the following analysis, however, the probability of a customer missing (or meeting) its deadline is conditioned on the status of the previous customer (from the same stream), but not on earlier customers. It is shown later, through example, that the effect of earlier customers is negligible and it is, therefore, ignored. In summary, the analysis presented in this section is based on the following two assumptions:
2 are mutually independent. Furthermore, the random variables in each set are independent and identically distributed. A2. For all j = 1, 2, º, N and for all i = 1, 2, º,
We assume that a steady state exists and that the system reaches it. 2 We are interested in computing the probability 
Otherwise, the next state is
The transition probabilities, therefore, correspond to the probability that the next customer meets its deadline and the probability that the next customer misses its deadline, respectively. Given the transition probabilities from each state, the Markov chain can be solved for the steady state distribution. The probability of dynamic failure can then be computed from the steady state distribution as
where p j (s) is the steady state probability that stream R j is in state s and 6 0 j is the set of failing states.
Without loss of generality, let R 1 be the stream of interest. In the remainder of this section, the superscript in the above defined variables is omitted and is assumed to be 1 unless otherwise specified. 
Single Priority Scheme
In this policy, all customers are assigned the same priority, regardless of which state the corresponding stream is in. Fig. 1 shows the Markov chain for a stream with (1, 3)-firm deadlines. The probability p m (p M ) denotes the conditional probability of a customer missing its deadline given that the previous customer from the same stream missed (met) its deadline. The transition probabilities from a state are, therefore, either p m and 1 -p m , or p M and 1 -p M , depending on whether the most recent customer missed or met its deadline. For example, the transition probabilities from state mMM are p M and 1 -p M , since the last customer met its deadline.
A customer misses its deadline if its system time is greater than its deadline and meets its deadline otherwise. Consider a typical customer i + 1. The conditional probability that this customer misses its deadline given that the ith customer met its deadline can be written as
From the joint probability distribution, we can also compute the conditional probability that the (i + 1)th customer misses its deadline, given that the ith customer missed its deadline as follows:
We need to derive an expression for the joint probability
Recall that customers are serviced in the order in which they arrive. When customer i is dequeued for service, all the earlier customers have already been serviced. After customer i is fully serviced, the server first services all the customers (from other streams) that arrived between customers i and i + 1, and, then, it services customer i + 1. We distinguish the following two cases:
1) Customer i + 1 arrives before customer i is fully serviced, i.e., C i £ X i , and 2) Customer i + 1 arrives after customer i is fully serviced, i.e., C i > X i , and consider each separately.
Let the time t = 0 denote the arrival time of customer i.
(Customer i + 1, therefore, arrived at time C i and customer i is fully serviced at time X i .)
This case is depicted in Fig. 2a . Since customer i + 1 arrives before customer i is fully serviced, customer i + 1 has to wait X i -C i until customer i is serviced and, then, wait Y i while other customers (from other streams) are being serviced before it is dequeued for service. Its overall system time is, therefore, Y i is overestimated and that the approximation becomes more accurate as the load increases.
By combining the above two cases, the system time of customer i + 1 can be written as:
It should be noted that, because ¢ Y i is overestimated, the above expression of X i+1 is a lower bound. Also, if there is only one stream in the system, we have Y i = 0 and the above expression becomes exact. Using (10), we have
. (11) From assumption A1, C i and S i+1 are independent of each other. Further, since the customers are serviced in First-InFirst-Out order, X i does not depend either on the service time S i+1 of the following customer or on the time of arrival C i of the following customer. Thus, X i , C i , and S i+1 are mutually independent, 4 and, therefore, Pr , , 
The joint probability distribution Pr[X i+1 £ t i+1 , X i £ t i ] can now be evaluated by substituting (12) and (13) into (11) . Given the joint probability distribution, the probabilities p M and p m are evaluated using (8) and (9) and the Markov chain is solved for the steady state distribution. The analytic model assumes that the probability of a customer missing its deadline depends on the status of the previous customer, but not on the status of earlier customers from the corresponding stream. Consider, for example, the case when a stream is in state MMM, i.e., the last three customers from the stream met their deadlines. The probability of deadline miss, given that the last three customers met their deadlines, is smaller than the probability of deadline miss given that the last one customer met its deadline. The probability of miss from this state is, therefore, overestimated in the analytic model. Since streams are often in this all-meet state, especially at lower loads, the model tends to over-estimate the probability of dynamic failure because of this assumption.
The second approximation is made when evaluating the joint probability Pr[X i+1 £ t i+1 , X i £ t i ]. The system time of customer i + 1, as given by (10), is an approximation of the actual system time. This approximation is a lower bound, which gets tighter as the load increases. Because the system time of customer i + 1 is underestimated, the joint probability Pr[X i+1 £ t i+1 , X i £ t i ] is overestimated. The probability that a customer misses its deadline, given that the previous customer met its deadline (as given by (8)), is, therefore, underestimated. On the other hand, the probability that a customer misses its deadline, given that the previous customer missed its deadline, is overestimated (see (9)). It is not clear, however, whether the combined effect of this approximation over or under-estimates the probability of dynamic failure.
Example: An M/M/1 System
Consider, for example, the case where customer interarrival times and service times are exponentially distributed, with rates l and m, respectively, i.e., an M/M/1 system. Let l j be the customer arrival rate from stream j such that 
where r = l/m. The probability distribution function of the system time is In this case, the probability of a customer missing its dead-
0367. However, the conditional probability that a customer misses its deadline given that the previous customer from the same stream missed its deadline is ( (9) 
On the other hand, the conditional probability that a customer misses its deadline, given that the previous customer met its deadline, is ( (8) 
Since state mmm is the only failing state, we have
The analytic model developed above is not exact. As indicated earlier, the errors are due to 1) the assumption that the probability of a customer missing its deadline depends on the status of the previous customer only, and 2) the approximation of the system time of customer i + 1 in terms of the system time of customer i, as given by (10) .
The accuracy of the model is gauged by comparing the probability of dynamic failure as computed analytically to that obtained through simulation. The simulator takes as input the distributions of customer interarrival times, customer service times, and customer deadlines for each stream in the system. The system is then simulated and the steady state probability of dynamic failure is determined for each stream. Since the simulator computes the exact customer system times, the results obtained from the simulation are exact for the given distributions. Fig. 3 shows plots of the probability of dynamic failure as computed analytically and as obtained through simulation for the system described in Example 1 when the streams have 1) (1, 3)-firm deadlines and 2) (2, 3)-firm deadlines.
The arrival rate, which is the same for each stream, is varied so that the overall load is varied from 0.2 to 0.9. When the deadlines are (1, 3) -firm, the probability of dynamic failure is P fail = p(mmm). However, when the deadlines are (2, 3)-firm, the set of failing states is 6 0 = {mmm, mmM, mMm, Mmm} and, therefore,
As can be seen from the plots, the analytic model slightly overestimates the probability of dynamic failure for both the (1, 3)-firm and (2, 3)-firm cases. We also observe that, as the load increases, the discrepancy between the analytic and simulation results becomes smaller. At a load of 0.9, for example, the difference is less 2 percent. Fig. 3 . The probability of dynamic failure as computed analytically and as obtained through simulation for the conventional single priority scheme. Fig. 4 shows plots of the probability of dynamic failure in a system like the one examined above in Fig. 3 , but with only one stream. Note that, in this case, since there is only one stream, (10) is an exact expression of the system time of customer i + 1. The only source of error in the analytic model is assumption A2, i.e., the probability that a customer misses its deadline depends on the status of the previous customer, but not on earlier customers. As the plots show, the predicted probability of dynamic failure closely matches the simulation results at all loads. This shows that, in this case, the effect of earlier customers is indeed negligible if one accounts for the status of the last customer, and, therefore, A2 is reasonable.
Distance-Based Priority Scheme
As described in Section 2, a customer from a stream with (m, k)-firm deadlines is assigned a priority l, where l is the minimum number of consecutive misses required to take the stream from its current state to a failing state. Recall that, for a stream with (m, k)-firm deadlines, the maximum distance to a failing state is k -m + 1, and, therefore, its customers are assigned a priority l OE {0, 1, º, k -m + 1}. When the server becomes idle, it selects for service a customer with the highest priority, i.e., one with the lowest priority value. 
We assume that customer arrivals at priority level l forms a
Poisson process with rate l (l) . Let the customer service times be exponentially distributed with rate m. Then the mean waiting time of a priority l customer is (Cobham's formula [8] ) 
However, because of the prioritized service, the exact probability distributions of customer system times are difficult to compute. We approximate the probability distribution function of priority l customer system times with an exponential distribution with a mean X (l) . That is, given that customer i has priority l, we have 
Again, we model each stream in the system as a Markov chain and compute the probability of dynamic failure from the steady state distribution, using (7). Consider stream R j . Recall that, from a given state s, the stream transits to one of two possible states, depending on whether its next customer misses or meets the deadline. The transition probabilities to these two states are, therefore, p s and 1 -p s , respectively, where p s is the probability that the next customer from stream R j misses its deadline, given that stream R j is currently in state s. More formally, the transition probability from state s OE 6 j to state s¢ OE 6 j is given by
Because of the prioritized service, the probability that a customer misses its deadline, p s , depends on the priority at which the customer is serviced. Also, as discussed earlier for the case of the single priority scheme, this probability depends on the status of the previous customers. However, the procedure for computing the probability of miss developed for the single priority scheme is not always applicable here, since, in general, consecutive customers from the same stream may be serviced at different priority levels. The degree of correlation between the system times of consecutive customers depends on the relative priorities of the customers. For example, consider a customer with a priority l. If the previous customer had the same priority and it met its deadline, then the current customer is likely to meet its deadline. On the other hand, suppose that the previous customer had a much higher priority. Then, the fact that it met its deadline does not say as much about whether the current customer will meet its deadline. The probability that a customer misses its deadline, therefore, depends on the status of the previous customer and on the priority at which the previous customer was serviced. Recall that the priority at which the previous customer is serviced is a function of the previous state of the stream. The probability that a customer misses its deadline, p s , must, therefore, be conditioned on the previous state of the stream. For convenience, let CS and PS stand for current state and previous state, respectively. The probability p s can be written as for all s, s¢ OE 6 j . Given the probabilities Pr[miss | CS = s, PS = s p ] (a procedure for evaluating these probabilities is presented later in this section) and the steady state distribution, the above system can be solved for the transition probabilities. However, the steady state distribution, in turn, depends on the transition probabilities. 6 Because of this interdependence, an iterative approach is needed to solve for the steady state distribution. Such a procedure is shown in Fig. 5 . The leading superscript indicates the iteration number; 6. In fact, the probability Pr[miss | CS = s, PS = s p ] also depends on the steady state distribution. The probability that a customer misses its deadline depends on the priority level at which the customer is serviced and on the effective load at each priority level. However, since the priority assigned to a customer depends on the state of the stream, the effective load at each priority level depends on the steady state distribution. the iterative procedure. The transition probabilities the previous iteration is below some tolerance e. In practice, the procedure converges quickly and is terminated within a few iterations.
Computing Pr[miss | CS = s, PS = s p ]
Suppose the stream of interest is currently in state s. Its customer will therefore be serviced at priority level d(s). Also, suppose that the previous state of the stream is s p . The previous customer from the stream was therefore serviced at priority level d(s p ). As discussed earlier, the degree of correlation between the system times of the previous and current customers depends on the relative order of their priorities, d(s p ) and d(s). Without loss of generality, let i and i + 1 be the indices of the previous and current customer, respectively, and let l i and l i+1 be the priorities at which they are serviced, i.e., l i = d(s p ) and l i+1 = d(s). We identify the following three cases based on the relative order of l i and l i+1 (l i < l i+1 , l i = l i+1 , and l i > l i+1 ) and consider each separately.
Priority dropped:
The priority assigned to the (i + 1)th customer is strictly lower than the priority assigned to the ith customer, i.e., l i+1 > l i . Note that this may occur only when the previous customer meets its deadline. Also, the difference between l i and l i+1 can be up to k 1 -m 1 + 1. In general, the fact that a customer with a high priority met its deadline tells us very little about whether or not the next customer, with a possibly much lower priority, will meet its deadline. In this case, the probability that the (i + 1)th customer misses its deadline is computed as the unconditional probability that a customer with priority l i+1 misses its deadline. In other words, we assume that X i+1 depends only on the priority at which the (i + 1)th customer is serviced, but not on X i . The probability that customer i+1 misses its deadline is computed as (26) and (27). Since a dropped priority implies that the previous customer met its deadline, one would expect that the probability that the next customer misses its deadline is lower than the unconditional probability of miss. Therefore, the expected effect of this assumption is to over-estimate the probability of dynamic failure. Same priority: The (i + 1)th customer is assigned a priority equal to that of the ith customer, i.e., l i+1 = l i = l. This occurs, for example, when the ith customer has the lowest priority and it meets its deadline. We denote the probability that the (i + 1)th customer misses its deadline by p 
where l (u) is the arrival rate of priority u customers.
Priority raised:
The priority assigned to the (i + 1)th customer is one higher than the priority assigned to the ith customer, i.e., l i+1 = l i -1. This occurs when the ith customer, with a priority l i > 0, misses its deadline. Note that, in the DBP scheme, the priority can be raised by at most one level from one customer to the next consecutive customer. We denote the conditional probability that a customer misses its deadline at priority l i -1 given that the previous customer missed its deadline at priority l i by
Pr , ,
We now derive an approximate expression for Pr[
In all the expressions that follow, it is implied that customers i and i + 1 are serviced at priorities l i and l i+1 , respectively. For compactness of notation, this will not be explicitly indicated. Consider the case when customer i + 1 arrives after customer i is serviced, 7 i.e., C i > X i . In this case, the interarrival time is large (X i is large, since customer i missed its deadline) and, therefore, we neglect the correlation between the system times of customers i and i + 1 and assume that the system time of customer i + 1 (X i+1 ) is independent of X i . Now, consider the case when customer i + 1 arrives before customer i is serviced, i.e., C i £ X i . Let the time t = 0 denote the arrival time of customer i. (Customer i + 1, therefore, arrived at time C i and customer i received service at time X i .) Because of the prioritized service, customer i, with a priority l i , waits behind customers in priority queues 0, 1, º, l i . Since C i £ X i , customer i receives service X i -C i time 7 . Ideally, customer i should be dropped without service as soon as its deadline expires. However, for convenience, we will still refer to X i as its system time, whether or not customer i is actually serviced. If customer i is dropped, X i can be thought of as customer i's system time had it not been dropped.
units after customer i + 1 arrives. Assuming that no other customers arrived to queues 0, 1, º, l i -1 during the time period [C i , X i ], the cumulative length of queues 0, 1, º, l i seen by customer i at time C i is X i -C i . At this time, customer i + 1 joins queue l i+1 = l i -1 and has to wait behind customers in queues 0, 1, º, l i -1. The cumulative length of queues 0, 1, º, l i -1 is a fraction of that of queues 0, 1, º, l i . We estimate this fraction as the ratio of the average system time a priority l i+1 = l i -1 customer to that of a priority l i customer. In this case (C i £ X i ), the system time of customer i + 1 is approximated as
where X (l) is the average system time of a priority l customer, as given by (26). The probability 
The other transition probabilities can be computed similarly.
Numerical Example 2.
Consider the system of Example 1 in which there are seven streams with (1, 3)-firm deadlines.
We have l 1 = = l 7 = 0.8/7, m = 1.0, and D i = 5 for all i. Using the iterative procedure described earlier, we compute the probability of dynamic failure at steady state (i @ 1)
when the DBP scheme is used. We first compute the steady state distribution of the Markov chain, assuming that all customers are serviced at the same priority level. This distribution is then used as an initial solution for the iterative procedure. We have (see Example 1)
From the steady state distribution, we have 
and we have Fig. 6 shows plots of the probability of dynamic failure as computed analytically and as obtained through simulation for the system described in Example 2 when the streams have 1) (1, 3)-firm deadlines and 2) (2, 3)-firm deadlines.
The dotted curves show the probability of dynamic failure as computed analytically (the iterative procedure is terminated when the change in the distributions (e) in less than 1 percent.) For all the cases studied, the iterative procedure converges very quickly and is terminated within four to five iterations. The model underestimates the probability of dynamic failure for most loads. At higher loads, however, the probability of dynamic failure is overestimated. 
CONCLUSION
The rate at which a real-time customer stream experiences dynamic failure is a measure of how often the minimum requirements are violated. In [5] , we compared several service policies in terms of the resulting rate of dynamic failure. It was shown, through simulation, that the distancebased priority scheme results in a substantially lower probability of dynamic failure compared to the conventional single priority scheme. In this paper, we developed an analytic model to compute the probability of dynamic failure in both the single priority scheme and the distancebased priority scheme. The model specifically deals with the correlation between the system times of consecutive customers. The predicted probability of dynamic failure is compared to that obtained through simulation for an M/M/1 system and the two results are shown to be close for low and moderate loads. The analytic results again show that the distance-based priority scheme is superior to the single priority scheme. 
the above conditions ((56)) can be written as
Solving for p¢, we get
where I is the 9 ¥ 9 identity matrix.
